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H Y G I E N E G U I D E L I N E S 

 
MEVZA CONTINENTAL TOUR ZONAL EVENT WINTER EDITION 2020, TEL AVIV, 

ISRAEL 
 
 
 
 

This document has been drawn-up in order to prevent possibility of coronavirus 
infection COVID-19 and create a safe organisation of the MEVZA CONTINENTAL 

TOUR ZONAL EVENT WINTER EDITION 2020 in TEL AVIV, in line with the 
respective requirements and recommendation applied by the National 
Authorities of Unitary parliamentary republic of Israel and therefore it is 
necessary to consider and follow measures below. 

 

 
 

General Guideline: 

 Mandatory valid certificate of negativity to Coronavirus issued by 
authorised health laboratories not earlier than 72 hours before arrival 
shall be presented for all team delegation members (players and team 
officials). These certificates shall be provided during the Preliminary 
Inquiry. 

 As far as the entry from a red zone country is concerned, their entry 
into the country will be approved in the form of isolation, except for 
training and games/competitions, all subject to compliance with the 
instructions of the international sports bodies responsible for the 
activity and the director's instructions. As far as the entry from a green 
zone country is concerned, then the general guidelines will apply to 
them following the entry rules from green countries and following the 
customary obligations towards all athletes and coaches in the industry. 

 To the extent that corona tests are performed on the members of the 
delegation before arrival in Israel, a verified patient is diagnosed, the 
patient will not be allowed to enter the country. All members of the 
delegation will be charged in isolation except for training and games. It 
should be emphasized that the obligation of isolation will apply even if 
they came from a green country. 

 To the extent that tests performed as stated in section 1.3 above have 
diagnosed 3 or more verified patients, the patients will not be allowed 
to enter Israel and all members of the delegation will be required to 
present a negative corona test performed up to 24 hours before play, 
as a condition of participation. 



 
 

 
 

 The members of the delegations will comply with all the guidelines of 
the Ministry of Health relevant to their stay in Israel, as well as with the 
instructions of the international sports bodies responsible for the 
activity.  

 The members of the delegations will stay in hotels, in areas separated 
from the rest of the hotel guests, including in separate dining rooms. It 
is strictly forbidden for members of the delegation to leave the areas of 
the separated area in the hotel, except for training or competitions.  

 The stay in Israel will be shortened as much as possible to the 
minimum required for the activity.  

 Throughout the stay there will be no close contact between the 
members of the foreign delegations and other delegations or locals, 
except as required during the competition itself. 

 Anyone participating in the event (players, coaches, team officials, official, 
staff, volunteer etc.) should proactively and regularly check their health 
status (including taking their temperature and monitoring for any 
symptoms) before coming to the Venue and they are requested to do not 
travel or come to the Venue if you feel unwell, fatigue, cold symptoms, 
fever, coughing, and in more severe cases shortness of breath which are 
COVID-19 most common symptoms. In case you have any of the above 
symptoms please inform directly the Hygiene Officer and isolate yourself 
from others 

 Ensure to follow all hygiene precaution measures and standards 
prior/during travel and your stay in Israel  (wearing face masks, regular 
hand washing, social distancing) 

 It`s strongly asked and recommended not to leave the Official Hotel if 
not necessary, avoid gathering and crowding and stay within the areas 
of the Official Hotel and Venue following the social distancing principles 

 Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth 

 Observe the rules of cough hygiene and regularly wash your hands with 
soap and warm water and use disinfectant 

 After coughing or sneezing, wash your hands with soap and water every time 
 

 Communication and education shall always be implemented towards the 
target groups to ensure the best performance of the tasks and identify the 
associated risks 

 Organisers retain the right to perform additional testing to any 
accredited person despite of already provided certificates throughout the 
period of the MEVZA   Competition 

 

 
Hotel & Restaurant Guideline: 

 Players, referee, MEVZA  Officials and all other persons transported by the 
Official Transport Service shall were face masks while entering the Official 
Hotel 

 Face masks are not mandatory at the Official Restaurant 



 
 

 
 

 The Official Restaurant will be dedicated for players only, public will not 
be allowed to enter the Official Restaurant 

 

 
Transportation Guideline: 

 Drivers of the Official Transport Service shall wear respirator while 
transporting passengers in a car/bus 

 Players, referee,  MEVZA    Officials and all other persons transported by the 
Official Transport Service shall were face masks during transportation 

 Passengers without the face mask will not be allowed to travel by the Official 
Transport Service 

 
 

Guideline at the Venue: 

 You are allowed to come on the venue 20 minutes before the match according 
to match schedule 

 Players should arrive at the venue with official jerseys and personal 
equipment. No changing room or lockers will be provided. Shower at your 
hotel room 

 Disinfect hands and personal equipment when entering the venue, 
before and after each match/training 

 Do not share personal equipment or gear 

 For players and referees face mask is mandatory all time except 
players/referee areas and during the match 

 Staff, ball retrievers, local match officials shall wear face mask from the 
time they are entering and leaving the Venue 

 Ball retrievers will wear gloves during the match. 

 All people involved will have their temperature measured upon arrival to the 
competition venue 

 Hand disinfection is mandatory before going to the court, before the 
match starts, during time- outs and after the match 

 It is recommended that players after training or match do not socialize and 
stay in public areas 
Organisers shall liaise with the Venue owners in order to ensure that the Venues 

respects the      provisions set in the CEV Competitions Hygiene Guidelines 

 

 Dedicated room for temporary isolation in case of person with suspicious 
symptoms is located at the hotel “xy” 

 Number of people will be limited, in applicable scenario, present at the 
same time in different areas in order to ensure the implementation of 



 
 

 
 

the prevention measures 

 Daily list with the people entering the Venue will be created (Name and 
surname, phone number, time of arrival and departure) 

 

 
Access to the Venue: 

 Access for players, referee and MEVZA  Officials is separated from other 
persons (staff, spectators) 

 Entries for local staff and spectators is separated 

 Only accredited people can access specific areas which will be controlled by 
security 

 
 

On site Guidelines: 

 Handshaking or interaction between teams is prohibited. Amended match 
protocol can be found below 

 Physical distance (at least 1,5 meter) separating of competitors, officials, ball 
boys 

 Towels are for single use only 

 The Organiser will ensure the disinfection of all areas in the Competition 
Venue and training facilities before, during and after each match 
including: 

o Competition courts – after each game 

o Sports Equipment – after each game 

o Common areas– after every fourth game 

o Working offices and areas as defined in the CEV Regulations, press 
tribune, media centre, commentary positions, etc. – after every 
fourth game 

 Toilets and other venue facilities will be disinfected by the organiser 

 
 

Equipment usage 

 Individual towel and individual water bottle 

 No exchanging or sharing personal effects 

 Disinfection of balls after each match 

 Enough quantity of cleaning and disinfection materials in the competition area 

 
 

Meetings: 

 Scheduled meetings will take place at open area with respecting of social 



 
 

 
 

distancing 

 Clear time schedule for Preliminary Inquiries will be defined 

 

Media and Photographers 

 Limited number of the media and photographers 

 The areas where they can move and operate will be defined 

 Photographers and Media shall wear a mask when entering and leaving the 
venue 

 In case of any media activities, social distancing and Media Officer instructions 
shall be respected 

 
 

Amended Match Protocol 
 
 
 

Time (min) Action 

-10 Previous match finishes, referees to complete post-match formalities and exit court 
area separately from line judges and scorers 

-8 Announcement of match as soon as court is prepared by the sand levelers, players 
and officials enter the court area. Players from this time must be in official match 
uniforms. 

Watering and raking should be complete by this time 

Players warm up in the court and other preparations, officials check match 
equipment, score sheet, conditions, players area, etc. 

-5 Coin toss taken in front of scorer’s table (Minimum 1 meter from the scorer) 

(Note. If local conditions dictate the coin toss time can be moved forward to allow 
extra warm up time) 

-4 Beginning of official warm up period (3min) 

-1 End of Official warm up period, players to leave the court area to their respective 
Player’s Area 

First referee to the referee’s chair, second referee to position standing in front of the 
scorer’s table, all other officials take their positions 

Individual player’s announcement and entry to the rear of the playing court 

After last player‘s entry to the rear of the court, the first referee whistles to invite all 
players to enter the court - no hand shake under the net 

0 Start of the match 



 
 

 
 

End of 
match 

After the match, the players return to the players’ area and wait for the 2nd referee to 
bring them the scoresheet. The scoresheet is signed by the captains. All participants 
gather their belongings, and the referees lead the teams to exit the court so that it 
can be prepared for the next match. 

Line judges and scorers exit together after handing the scoresheet over to the 2nd 
referee to collect the signatures from both captains. 2nd Referee to use a 
disinfected pen for the signatures 

Teams exit after Line judges and scorers have exited the court. Referees to control 
the process and leave the court last 

 

 Athletes shall go around opposite side of the net during side switch 
(clockwise) and not under the net 

 Athletes shall avoid handshaking or other exchange of hand gestures 
prior, during and after the match with opponents 

 

 
Please, remember that the health of the players, delegation members, officials, 
staff, fans and all other involved people is the priority of the Unitary parliamentary 
republic of Israel and CEV. You can help keeping all of us safe by respecting 
mentioned basic rules. Thank you and good luck! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




